
 
 
 

 

PRESS INFORMATION 
 

WUNDERKIND-Custom: Optimal grip also for all Ø22.2 mm handlebars 

D-Breisach a. R. | 24th June 2019 Steering and accelerating are the most 
important tasks of a motorcycle grip. And it can reliably fulfill these tasks only 
when it lies comfortable and non-slip in the hand. Therefore, WUNDERKIND-
Custom has developed a motorcycle grip that combines these features. 
 
Until now, these noble handlebar grips of the South German premium manufacturer 
were available only for 1 inch handlebars. Since June, they are also available for 
handlebars with a diameter of 22.2 millimeters. The grips are suitable for the gas and 
clutch side and are equipped with a two-part grip rubber. 
 
"In order to meet the demands for comfort and grip safety, a variety of shape and 
material variants are on the market intending to help the motorcyclist to find the 
personal optimum. We focus on soft material in the grip area. On the one hand, a 
rubber reduces vibrations which can be an advantage, especially on long trips. On 
the other hand, it provides a firm and pleasant grip even in damp conditions”, 
explains managing director Christian Mehlhorn. 
 
The ends of the CNC-milled motorcycle grips are available in several versions, giving 
the individualist free choice: the offer ranges from open handle ends, as they are 
needed for the use of handlebar tail lights, through various exclusive designs. 
 
The scope of delivery includes three different throttle cable connections to make the 
grip compatible with common Bowden cable variants. Costs: The simplest design 
version starts from EUR 89.90 incl. VAT. 
 
Further information at: wunderkind-custom.com  

Pic 1 of 4: Different accelerator cable adapters are included in the delivery 

 

https://wunderkind-custom.com/en/motorcycle-customizing-parts-webshop/204/motorrad-griffe


 
 
 

 

 

Pic 2 of 4: Different versions at the end, here design ”Crown“ 

 

 

Pic 3 of 4: Vibration reducing and anti-slip grip rubber 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

 

Pic 4 of 4: Choice of designs for the grip end 
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WUNDERKIND-Custom is a German premium brand of ABM which produces high-

end accessories for motorcycles. It has been founded in 2013 by the family head and 

CEO Christian Mehlhorn. While in the beginning, the brand produced parts only for 

Harley-Davidson motorcycles it now contains also products for many common bike 

brands and custom bikes. All products are constructed, designed, manufactured and 

retailed under the umbrella of the well-known company ABM Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH 

in the south of Germany. 

ABM Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH is a manufacturer of high-end accessories for sport 

and custom bikes. The company was founded in 1985 and named after the founder 

Arthur Berthold Munz. Since 2010, Christian Mehlhorn has been the managing 

director who is responsible for about twenty employees in the field of development, 

production, marketing and sales at the permanent business establishment in 

Breisach am Rhein, Germany. Meanwhile, the company has launched two brands: 

ABM ergonomic style & WUNDERKIND-Custom. 
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